Introduction fMRI using the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast is now increasingly applied for measuring drug effects on brain activity. A possible confound in phMRI is that the BOLD signal may be sensitive to systemic cardiovascular or respiratory parameters which can themselves be modulated by a drug. For proper temporal and spatial description of a neuronal drug effect control of these potential confounds is desirable. We concentrate here on the effect of mean arterial blood pressure (BP) changes since we repeatedly observed parallelities between BP and BOLD time courses in the resting state as well as after pharmacologic stimulation (Ref. 1).
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Methods
Nine male Wistar rats (399-457 g) were anesthesized with halothane, orally intubated and mechanically ventilated. After catheterization anesthesia was continued with 1.1% isoflurane, 0.9% halothane or 0.475 mg/kg/min i.v. propofol (n=3 in each group). SE-EPI BOLD scans (TR=5000ms, TE=34.7ms) were acquired with a surface coil on a Bruker 7T AVANCE spectrometer while arterial blood volumes ranging from 0.2 to 4 ml were repeatedly withdrawn from a femoral artery catheter in order to produce fast BP decreases of various amplitudes. After each withdrawal the heparinized blood was reinfused via a tail vein to prevent prolonged hypovolemia. Blood pressure (BP) was continuously monitored via a tail artery.
Results
In each group, BP variations are generally paralleled by the BOLD time courses but BOLD shows a tendency to return to previous levels earlier than BP ( fig.1 ). BP and BOLD are most strongly correlated in and around larger arterial vessels ( fig.2) . Likewise, the amplitudes of BOLD changes due to BP changes are higher in and around these larger vessels. So, an average BP decrease of -17 mmHg induces a -6% BOLD signal decrease in the anterior cerebral artery region under isoflurane. Nevertheless, high correlations also occur in the brain parenchyma. On average, when BP drops by -17 mmHg BOLD signal is reduced by -0.5% in the cortex and by -1.2% in the left striatum under isoflurane. 
Discussion
We have shown that the BOLD signal reproduces sudden BP changes. We think that this can be explained by a cerebral blood flow (CBF) passively following BP. It is indeed well-known that CBF is directly related to BP during an acute BP change and only renormalizes later (Ref.2) . Cerebral autoregulation, the mechanism by which this re-normalization occurs (Ref. 2), was very probably not or only slightly impaired at the anesthetic doses we used (Ref. 3 , 4, 5) . The behavior of the BOLD time course that first parallels BP during the phase of decreasing/increasing BP and then tends to recover quickly is thus well in line with current theories on BOLD and on cerebral autoregulation. In future work, CBF should be measured during modulations of BP. It would also be interesting to induce longer-lasting BP changes to better characterize the observed dissociation of the two curves. Finally, because this dissociation seems to be more important under halothane, larger groups should be studied to reveal potential differences between the anesthetics.
It is important to note that the effect of BP on BOLD is not globally uniform. Current belief says that any systematic physiologic effect must be regionally homogeneous and can thus be easily distinguished from local, neuronally induced BOLD signal changes. This is clearly not the case for acute BP alterations -at least when using EPI-BOLD. The situation may be different for other BOLD-sensitive sequences or for CBV measurements with blood pool agents. If phMRI is to be at least a semi-quantitative method that can be used to compare levels of (de)activation between individuals or experimental groups we need a way to separate neuronal BOLD effects from systemic confounds.
